Conducting Comprehensive Environmental Scan in Health System & Policy Research: A Process for Assessing the Subject Matter Landscape
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Abstract: Environmental scans provide researchers with an assessment of the landscape around an issue of interest. In this process relevant information is systematically amassed to identify current status, scopes or opportunities, and risks. This paper aims to serve as a basic and surface level guide to understanding and planning for conducting an environmental scan. The intended audience includes students and researchers new to the use of environmental scans. Before discussion of all the steps, some examples of the use of environmental scans in health research is provided. The process of conducting an environmental scan is outlined in five steps that revolve around purpose, people, questions, information gathering and presenting. The paper concludes with a discussion on advantages and challenges of conducting environmental scans.
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1 Introduction

With more and more information being accessible due to the continuous digitalization of healthcare data and findings, health researchers need a way to filter and assess this constant stream of information. This is critical when looking to assess the working environment around a particular health issue, since doing so allows researchers to build on one another’s work, instead of simply reinventing the wheel. This in turn will set up the program of research being built on a strong platform of existing knowledge and lead towards sustainability. There is much work to be done in this regard, as researchers often fail to cite previous work in their study area (Glasziou et al., 2014). One way to increase the recognition of previous work and identify the current status of an issue is through processes such as environmental scans. It is important to note that environmental scans are different from literature reviews in that a literature review is an important aspect of a successful scan, among other components. A comprehensive environmental scan will assist researchers in contextualizing and focusing their research program. This paper provides a surface level guide to executing an environmental scan within the context of health research. The intended audience includes academic researchers, graduate students, community organization members, and citizen researchers new to the use of environmental scans.

1.1 What is an Environmental Scan?

The exact definition of an environmental scan varies with the context for which it is used, as seen by various researchers and organizations having their own definitions, presented in Table 1. Since our objective was to contextualize in the backdrop of health research, we present an environmental scan as a process or tool used to assess the working environment around and within a particular health issue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Choo et al. (2001)</td>
<td>“Acquisition and use of information about events, trends, and relationships in an organization’s external environment, the knowledge of which would assist management in planning the organization’s future course of action”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrison (1992)</td>
<td>“… a method that enables decisionmakers both to understand the external environment and the interconnections of its various sectors and to translate this understanding into the institution’s planning and decisionmaking processes.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health (May, 2015)</td>
<td>“Inform decision-makers about the use of health technologies across jurisdictions, particularly with respect to practice variation and policy gaps”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.2 Why are Environmental Scans Used?

Originally used by organizations and businesses to assess the internal and external factors affecting an organization (Graham et al., 2008), studies show an environmental scan to be a highly effective tool that is employed by the successful businesses and absent in the businesses that failed (Choo et al., 2001; Albright, 2004). Similarly, health organizations and policy makers would do well to incorporate environmental scans when assessing their current environment, planning for future challenges, and to take advantage of their strengths.

In the context of increasing health research findings and implementation, environmental scans comprise the first of three steps that are generally used to explain public health assessment (Rowel et al., 2005), followed by policy development and assurance. One of the many benefits of using an environmental scan to assess the environment is that the assessment can be tailored specifically to the resources available and the people or communities involved, which results in increased efficiency and probability of success.

1.3 Examples of Environmental Scans

Environmental scans can be done in many different contexts. Following are three papers that used environmental scans, in different contexts. Rowel et al. (2005) conducted an environmental scan in the first phase of a project designed to increase cancer screenings among African Americans in Baltimore, Maryland, USA – a group that is disproportionately affected by cancer (Rowel et al., 2005). This scan comprised of eight methods of collecting data, all of which were unpublished sources and either professional or lay viewpoints. From the collected data, the researchers made five key conclusions, among them being able to understand issues around cancer screening from both the community’s and service providers’ perspectives. These results were then used for implementing a pilot prostate cancer screening project, keeping in mind the five key conclusions mentioned above.

Aslakson et al. (2014) published a protocol for conducting an environmental scan to evaluate the possible addition of healthcare aids that can assist patients who are about to undergo high-risk surgery with advanced care planning (Aslakson et al., 2014). The protocol included all four possible evidence sources- professional, lay, published and unpublished. The results are then proposed to be used to inform decision making around the inclusion of healthcare aids in complex interventions.

Lastly, Diouf et al. (2016) published an update of an environmental scan about training programs regarding ‘shared decision making’ (SDM) for health professionals, a model that promotes both health professionals and patients sharing the decision-making, as opposed to the former having complete autonomy (Diouf et al., 2016). In this update, the researchers accessed only published information, from professional (systematic reviews), grey (Google searches) and lay (social networks) viewpoints. The authors concluded that there continues to be large growth in the area of shared decision making, as seen through the large increase in SDM training programs. However, these training programs varied widely and were sparsely evaluated- two areas where there exists much room for improvement.

1.4 How is an Environmental Scan Conducted?

Before delving into the steps that take place in an environmental scan, it can be helpful to first get an idea of the overall picture (Figure 1). The first three steps, the why-who-what
of the scan, involve a lot of planning and discussions, but are instrumental to conducting an
effective scan. The fourth step, gathering information, is the most resource-heavy step as it
involves looking for and obtaining relevant information, online and in person. The fifth and
final step is to disseminate the information gathered in a way that the intended audience can
understand and use. Just like the definition of an environmental scan, the steps involved
are very flexible. The following are simply guidelines to keep in mind, not concrete steps.

1. Why are you doing this?
2. Who to get involved and how to keep them engaged?
3. What are you trying to find out?
4. Gather information
5. Condense, present and share results

Figure 1: Bird's eye view of the environmental scan process.

Step 1
Although it may seem trivial, understanding precisely why an environmental scan is being
done will streamline the rest of the process. For example, knowing the 'why' will help when
deciding who to approach, which articles to include, and so forth. Figure 2 outlines three
general processes that can assist in clarifying the purpose of your scan. Coming up with
outlines of the questions that you are looking to find answers for (e.g. why are only n% of
a population undergoing breast cancer screenings) can help you and your team be on the
same page regarding the purpose of the scan. Having your team do this step as individuals first and then in a group can assist in allowing for more productive group discussions since each member will have an idea of where they stand, as opposed to coming into a brainstorming session and attempting to understand the issue while others already have a solid understanding. Note that the questions do not have to be finalized at this stage, but rather a solid understanding of the general questions or topic is what is key.

Figure 2: Define the purpose of the environmental scan.

**Step 2**

Approaching individuals relevant to the issue to gather information is one aspect that makes environmental scans different from other methodologies, such as literature reviews. This step lays the groundwork for when individuals will be approached later, in step 4. Before approaching individuals, it needs to be decided who will be approached. Three possible groups of people that can be approached are people with a shared interest in the issue, people who are impacted by the issue, and formal/informal leaders associated with the issue. Although people can be approached who do not fall into one of these categories, these can be good first steps. One option that can be further investigated is to go a step further and create a strategy to keep these stakeholders engaged during the study, if deemed beneficial. These steps are outlined in Figure 3.

**Step 3**

This stage is where the general questions outlined in step 1 need to be clarified and finalized. This is because once that is accomplished, then other details can be taken care of, namely,
what information is needed and where or from who that information can be obtained. For example, national databases, libraries and institutions are some areas to consider for information. Steps two and three might present some new information or an area where there is a lack of information. Due to this, it helps to go over the questions and make sure that they can still be addressed, or to tweak them accordingly. It is critical to be cognizant of “what you are trying to find out” while working on the other steps mentioned earlier (Figure 4).

**Step 4**

As mentioned earlier, this step is the most resource-heavy step, as it requires extensive and comprehensive information gathering. As seen in Figure 5, the four sources of information that can be delved into are: professional & published, lay & published, professional & unpublished, and lay & unpublished. Professional & published information, which include peer reviewed scientific papers in academic journals and technical reports, can be found through systematic and grey literature reviews. More information on conducting reviews can be found elsewhere (Ahmed et al., 2016), and is outside the scope of this paper. Lay & published information includes papers that have not been formally published or peer reviewed, such as association updates. This type of information can be found through a
grey literature review, which is different from systematic reviews in the sense that papers excluded in systematic reviews can be included in grey literature reviews.

The reason grey literature reviews can be used for both professional and lay perspectives is that some institutions or leaders on specific issues who can be considered “experts” would fall into the professional category more than the lay one. The line between professional and layperson is not always concrete, thus conducting a grey literature review can help to find data in both categories. For a research paper, it may be necessary to acquire ethics approval for these next two steps as they include interviewing human subjects. Professional & unpublished information can include presentations, talks, and other unwritten sources produced by experts and leaders. Lay & unpublished information is gained from people not considered leaders or experts, but have important insights nonetheless. These can include people affected or at risk of being affected by the issue, for example. This information can be accessed through interviews, surveys and focus groups, to name a few methods.

**Step 5**

Consolidating all the information gathered in the previous step and disseminating it in a way that is appropriate to the intended recipients is crucial to achieve the desired effect of an environmental scan. Although the authors of the scan may have a solid understanding of the information, it needs to be shared with others who were not involved in the study, at a level that can be understood. When synthesizing the information gathered, it helps to remember what the purpose of the scan was – it will help in deciding which information to focus on or simply skim over. A sound methodological approach provides quality to the evidence generated.

Documenting the generated evidence in a comprehensive and systematic way is critical for further usage of the work. Dissemination is a very important component of the en-
environmental scan, in which the information should be presented in a way that is easy to understand and easy to remember; this may differ depending on the audience. As a rule of thumb, figures and graphs are easier to digest and understand, as opposed to tables or paragraphs. Finally, incorporate the presentation material, and go into further details on relevant topics, in a report or a book, whatever method the recipients of the work would find beneficial. These points are represented in Figure 6.

Although the steps above outline the development of an environmental scan, it is important to remember one of the defining qualities of these tools: their flexibility. It is important to incorporate the specific issue into the scan by focusing on areas that may be of greater concern or more fruitful (e.g. for areas of new health research, there might be a gap in the professional and published perspectives, but prominent experts in the field who are doing cutting-edge research could provide valuable professional and unpublished information).

## 2 Conclusion

Overall, just like any other tool used for research, environmental scans have their benefits and challenges, as seen in Table 2. These tools hold a lot of potential as health research continues to expand and demands increasing amounts of data with dwindling resources. As seen through their recognition as a valuable tool (Graham et al., 2008), environmental scans are one tool that can help assess different health-related issues in an effective manner since they don’t require expensive technological instruments, but rather work ethic and methodologically clear strategies.

For students and researchers new to them, this paper serves as a roadmap to understanding and conducting environmental scans. Although the five steps outlined in this paper are very flexible, they are great points on which to design a scan. As part of the larger process
Figure 6: Synthesize, document and disseminate.

Table 2: Advantages and Challenges of using an Environmental Scan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ability to change the scan to align with specific contexts and available resources due to the lack of a standardized method of conducting environmental scans</td>
<td>Inability to compare different scans due to a lack of a standardized method of conducting environmental scans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draws on both published and unpublished information to decrease chances of overlooking relevant information</td>
<td>Resource/time heavy &amp; possibility of gathering incorrect and conflicting information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporates both professional and lay perspectives to provide a healthy balance between scientific rigour and public opinion</td>
<td>Difficulties in reconciling information may arise if professional perspectives conflict with lay/public perspectives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of assessing the context of a health issue, this tool can help researchers in doing their due diligence around an issue before dedicating countless time and resources to one.
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